
Tormek maximises precision
Tormek is stepping up their game with a revolutionary fully cast 
housing on the new T-8 model. With an updated design and several 
upgraded details, the T-8 gives you the best conditions possible 
for a successful sharpening with top results. 

The Universal Support is the heart of the Tormek system. On the new T-8 model, Tormek has in-

tegrated the previous mounted sleeves for the Universal Support into the fully cast housing. That 

guarantees minimal play for the Universal Support; an innovation which improves the control of 

the sharpening and increases the accuracy of the � nal results. 

Tormek’s CEO, Håkan Persson, says: “The development of our new model has been a positive 

challenge. We have worked hard, both in-house and together with external specialists, in order to 

create a product that gives an enhanced sharpening experience and control over the � nal result. 

We want to give our users the best conditions possible to succeed.”

Tormek’s innovative and characteristic drive 

system is also found on the new model. 

This ef� cient drive system maintains 

a constant speed, even under full load, 

which is unique to all Tormek’s machine 

models. 

With the Tormek Original Grindstone, 

the user can sharpen all qualities of steel, 

including High Speed Steel (HSS). 

The Advanced Water Trough has been 

further improved with a screw lift for an 

easier � tting and a magnetic scraper for 

ef� cient cleansing. In addition, the user gets 

the upgraded jig for square edge tools, the SE-77. Its design now has a movable side that 

allows for a � ne adjustment to the setting, which ensures a 90° corner or the possibility 

to create a cambered shape.

“The new model mirrors our mission – the desire 

to make sharpening easy and ef� cient for all our 

users”, Håkan Persson sums it up. 

For further information, please contact Stig Reitan

E-mail: stig.reitan@tormek.se

Tel: +46 (0) 70-5465647

ULTIMATE PRECISION
SOLID ZINC FRAME



Speci� cations

Dimensions
Width:  270 mm (10⅝  ")
Depth: 270 mm (10⅝  ")
Height: 330 mm (12")

Weight
Shipping weight 17.8 kg (39 lbs)
Machine only 14.8 kg (32.6 lbs)

Grindstone
Tormek Original Grindstone 
SG-250, Aluminium oxide
∅ 250 × 50 mm (10" × 2")
90 rpm, torque 14.7 Nm

Leather Honing Wheel

∅ 220 × 31 mm (8⅝  " × 1¼")

Included with the Tormek T-8
SE-77 Square Edge Jig, TT-50 Truing Tool, SP-650 Stone Grader, WM-200 AngleMaster, 
PA-70 Honing Compound, Tormek Handbook and DVD.

Main Shaft
Stainless steel main shaft,
stone hardware and EzyLock. 

Housing
Zinc cast top and frame.
Sides in ABS plastic.

Motor
Industrial single phase
200 W (input) 230 V, 50 Hz or 115 V, 60 Hz, 
Continuous duty, Maintenance free
Silent running, 54 dB
25,000 hour life

Warranty
7 years

With an updated design and several upgraded details, the T-8 gives you the 
best conditions possible for a successful sharpening with top results.

On the new T-8 model, Tormek has integrated the previous mounted sleeves 
for the Universal Support into the fully cast housing. That guarantees mini-
mal play for the Universal Support; an innovation which improves the control 
of the sharpening and increases the accuracy of the � nal results.

The Advanced Water Trough has been further improved with a screw lift 
for an easier � tting and a magnetic scraper for ef� cient cleansing.


